
public-private partnership for  
urban development 
tokyo is a work in progress, where the public and private sectors are united in various 

development projects looking ahead to the future, leveraging the potential of cities to 

change for the better.
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in areas designated as priority development areas for urban 
renaissance, projects are underway to enhance tokyo’s 
international competitiveness.

for many years construction of the shimbashi-toranomon section 
of ring road no. 2 could not be started. but with establishment 
of a system in 1989 enabling buildings to be constructed above 
roads, road construction and redevelopment were able to be 
advanced with the cooperation of local residents. as the builder, 
the tokyo metropolitan government also employed private sector 
expertise, leading to the birth of toranomon hills, a skyscraper with 
a concentration of diverse functions to make tokyo more globally 
competitive and which generates open spaces.

throughout tokyo, landowners and other stakeholders are taking 
the initiative in maintaining and improving the environment and 
value of the community. their undertakings include using public 
spaces for open air cafes and events. the tokyo metropolitan 
government is also supporting such groups in their efforts to 
leverage the characteristics of their communities to make them 
more compelling.

Creation of attractive urban spaces through  
area management
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photo credit: “marunouchi bon odori dance in hibiya park” chiyoda city tourism association
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G   kanda waterras: former elementary school site was redeveloped under the concept of 
interchange with the local community

H  tokyo midtown: fully utilized the neighboring park and open space.
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photo credit: “shibuya station” tokyu corporation

integrated improvement of the shibuya 
station district, construction of a plaza in front 
of the station and redevelopment of the area 
is underway. upgrades include simplifying the 
process of transferring between train lines.
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urban development is advanced based on 
guidelines drawn up by a council organized 
under public-private partnership.
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cities are more than just size and functions. people today look to cities for fun, livability, 

safety, and many other appealing features that are unique to a particular neighborhood. 

answering this demand is area management. in area management, developers, land 

owners, residents and other stakeholders create their vision for their community and work 

with local governments toward making it a reality. tokyo has numerous urban communities 

that are front runners in these efforts. often, effective use of public spaces gives birth 

to new places for activities and encounters. examples are the otemachi-marunouchi-

yurakucho area, where an attractive street was created to transform a staid office district 

into a community with diverse appeal; waterras in kanda awajicho, which involved local 

students in the redevelopment planning to revitalize the community; and tokyo midtown, 

where a more compelling result was achieved by integrating a public park into a private 

redevelopment project. this tokyo area management model, of returning to the community 

the business profits from public spaces, is drawing the interest of asia and the rest of the 

world, leading to expectations of further advancements in public-private partnerships and 

institutional development.

area management drawing out the unique appeal of each urban community

miki yasui professor, faculty of social policy and administration, hosei university

conducts research on area management in Japan and other countries. she serves on central and local 
government committees and advises community planning organizations, actively offering proposals and 
supporting their activities. she holds a doctorate in engineering.
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